Introduction {#Sec1}
============

In recent decades, lattice-based cryptography has emerged as a front-runner for building secure and efficient cryptographic primitives in the post-quantum age. For an accurate and reliable deployment of these schemes, it is essential to obtain a good understanding of the hardness of the underlying lattice problems, such as the shortest (SVP) and closest vector problems (CVP).

To date, research on lattice algorithms has resulted in two main flavors of algorithms: *enumeration* methods, requiring $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$d^{O(1)}$$\end{document}$ space to solve hard lattice problems in dimension *d* \[[@CR5], [@CR13], [@CR15], [@CR20]\]; and *sieving* methods, running in expected time and space $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$2^{O(d)}$$\end{document}$ \[[@CR2], [@CR3], [@CR27], [@CR30]\]. Just a few years ago, enumeration clearly dominated benchmarks for testing these algorithms in practice \[[@CR1], [@CR9], [@CR14], [@CR15]\], but recent improvements to sieving have allowed it to overtake enumeration in practice as well \[[@CR4], [@CR8], [@CR11], [@CR21], [@CR28]\]. Some attempts have also been made to combine the best of both worlds, a.o. resulting in the tuple sieving line of work \[[@CR7], [@CR18], [@CR19]\]. A better comprehension of how to exploit the strengths and weaknesses of each method remains an interesting open problem.

A long-standing open problem from e.g. \[[@CR10], [@CR15]\] concerns the possibility of speeding up lattice enumeration with a batch-CVP solver: if an efficient algorithm exists that can solve a large number of CVP instances on the same lattice faster than solving each problem separately, then this algorithm can be used to solve the CVP instances appearing implicitly in the enumeration tree faster. For a long time no such efficient batch-CVP algorithms were known, until the recent line of work on approximate Voronoi cells and the randomized slicer \[[@CR10], [@CR12], [@CR24]\] showed that, at least in high dimensions, one can indeed solve large batches faster in practice than solving each problem separately. This raises the question whether these new results can be used to instantiate this conjectured hybrid algorithm and obtain better results, in theory and in practice.

**Contributions.** In this work we study the feasibility of combining recent batch-CVP algorithms with lattice enumeration, and show that we heuristically obtain a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$2^{\varTheta (d / \log d)}$$\end{document}$ speedup and memory reduction for solving SVP compared to the state-of-the-art lattice sieve. This improvement is proper, in the sense that this does not hide large order terms: we show that for solving SVP in dimension *d*, the costs are proportional to those of running a sieve in dimension $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$d - \varTheta (d / \log d)$$\end{document}$, making the leading constant explicit, and showing that the remaining overhead is negligible. The hybrid constructions we propose are independent of e.g. the underlying nearest neighbor data structure, and we expect that these and other heuristic improvements can be applied to the hybrid algorithms as well.
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                \begin{document}$$\varTheta (d / \log d)$$\end{document}$ dimensions *for free* may sound familiar, as Ducas \[[@CR11]\] showed that sieving in dimension $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$d - \varTheta (d / \log d)$$\end{document}$ implies solving SVP in dimension *d*. As the asymptotic improvement of Ducas is greater than ours, to improve upon his results we need to be able to combine both techniques. The feasibility of such a combined hybrid algorithm relies on Assumption [4](#FPar13){ref-type="sec"}, which Sect. [5](#Sec15){ref-type="sec"} aims to verify with experiments. Combining both techniques, we asymptotically obtain $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Open Problems.** Besides performing more extensive experiments, which may assist in obtaining estimates for the crossover points between these hybrids and plain lattice sieving, open problems include (i) finding a way to effectively incorporate *pruning* into the enumeration parts of the proposed hybrids; (ii) further studying the theoretical and practical relevance of the proposed *nested* hybrid algorithms, and their relation with progressive sieving ideas \[[@CR11], [@CR25]\]; and (iii) finding improvements for CVPP, potentially using a dual distinguisher. We further stress that we introduced a new heuristic, Assumption [4](#FPar13){ref-type="sec"}, which may require additional simulations to see if it is indeed valid (in high dimensions) or not.

*Outline.* In Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} we introduce notation and cover key ingredients of the hybrid algorithms. Sections [3](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}--[4](#Sec14){ref-type="sec"} describe these new algorithms, and state the main heuristic results regarding the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$2^{\varTheta (d / \log d)}$$\end{document}$ speedups for solving SVP. Section [5](#Sec15){ref-type="sec"} describes experimental results, to verify the new heuristic assumption introduced in Sect. [3](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"} and to get an idea of the performance in practice. Appendices [B](#Sec19){ref-type="sec"}, [C](#Sec20){ref-type="sec"} contain derivations omitted from Sect. [2.3](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"} and Sect. [3](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"} respectively.

Preliminaries {#Sec2}
=============

Lattice Problems {#Sec3}
----------------

Let be a set of linearly independent vectors, which we may also interpret as a matrix with columns $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$d(\varvec{t},\mathcal {L}) := \min _{\varvec{v} \in \mathcal {L}} \Vert \varvec{t} - \varvec{v}\Vert $$\end{document}$, where all norms are Euclidean norms.

### Definition 1 {#FPar1}

**(Shortest vector problem -- SVP(**$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Vert \varvec{s}\Vert = \lambda _1(\mathcal {L})$$\end{document}$.

### Definition 2 {#FPar2}

**(Closest vector problem -- CVP(**$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Vert \varvec{t} - \varvec{s}\Vert = d(\varvec{t},\mathcal {L})$$\end{document}$.

In the preprocessing variant of CVP (CVPP), one is allowed to preprocess the lattice $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Heuristic Assumptions {#Sec4}
---------------------

For our asymptotic analyses we will rely on a number of common heuristic assumptions, which have often been used throughout the literature.

### Assumption 1 {#FPar3}

**(Gaussian heuristic).** Given a full-rank lattice $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Using volume arguments, the Gaussian heuristic predicts that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Assumption 2 {#FPar4}

**(Geometric series assumption** \[[@CR32]\]**).** After performing lattice basis reduction on a lattice basis , the Gram-Schmidt basis satisfies$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \Vert \varvec{b}_i^{*}\Vert = q^{i-1} \Vert \varvec{b}_1\Vert , \qquad q \in (0,1). \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$

The GSA is used in analyzing enumeration and Babai lifting (Sects. [2.3](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}, [2.6](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}).

### Assumption 3 {#FPar5}

**(Randomized slicer assumption** \[[@CR10]\]**).** Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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This assumption is related to the randomized slicer, discussed in Sect. [2.5](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}.

Lattice Enumeration {#Sec5}
-------------------

For constructing hybrid algorithms for solving SVP, we will combine several existing techniques, the first of which is lattice enumeration. This method, first described in the 1980s \[[@CR13], [@CR20]\] and later significantly improved in practice \[[@CR5], [@CR15], [@CR29]\], can be seen as a brute-force approach to SVP: every lattice vector can be described as an integer linear combination of the basis vectors, and given some guarantees on the quality of the input basis, this results in bounds on the coefficients of the shortest vector in terms of this basis. The algorithm can be described as a depth-first tree search, requiring $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For our purposes, what is important to know is that the complexity of (partial) enumeration is proportional to the number of nodes visited in the tree, and that the number of nodes at depth $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Lemma 1 {#FPar6}

**(Costs of enumeration** \[[@CR17]\]**).** Let be a strongly reduced basis of a lattice. Then the number of nodes $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Lattice Sieving {#Sec6}
---------------

Another method for solving SVP, and which will be part of our hybrid algorithms, is lattice sieving. This method dates back to the 2000s \[[@CR3], [@CR28], [@CR30]\] and has seen various recent improvements \[[@CR4], [@CR8], [@CR11], [@CR19], [@CR21]\] that allowed it to surpass enumeration in the SVP benchmarks \[[@CR1]\]. This method only requires $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In the context of this paper we will make use of the following result from \[[@CR8]\], which is the current state-of-the-art for (heuristic) lattice sieving in high dimensions *d*. The statement below is stronger than saying that sieving merely solves SVP, as lattice sieving commonly returns a list of all short lattice vectors within radius approximately $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Lemma 2 {#FPar7}

**(Costs of lattice sieving** \[[@CR8]\]**).** Given a basis of a lattice $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The Randomized Slicer {#Sec7}
---------------------

The third ingredient for our hybrid algorithms is the randomized slicer for solving CVP(P). This algorithm, described in \[[@CR10]\], is an extension of the iterative slicer \[[@CR33]\], and follows a procedure of reducing targets $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We will make use of two separate results from \[[@CR12]\]. These results differ in whether one desires to solve only one or many CVP instances on the same lattice; as shown in \[[@CR12]\], solving many CVP instances simultaneously allows for more efficient memory management, thus allowing to achieve a better overall time complexity for a given space bound. Here $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Lemma 3 {#FPar8}
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Babai Lifting {#Sec8}
-------------

Finally, we will revisit the extension to lattice sieving described in \[[@CR11]\], based on Babai's nearest plane algorithm \[[@CR6]\]. As observed by Ducas, lattice sieving returns much more information about a lattice than just the shortest vector, and this additional information can be used to obtain a few dimensions *for free* -- to solve SVP in dimension *d*, it suffices to run sieving on a sublattice of dimension $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Sieve, Enumerate, Slice, and Lift! {#Sec9}
==================================
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Lattice enumeration can be viewed as a procedure for solving SVP based on the above observations: first enumerate all target vectors $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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As previously outlined in e.g. \[[@CR10], [@CR15]\], a truly efficient CVPP algorithm would imply a way to speed up processing all these CVP instances in enumeration; one would first run a one-time preprocessing on the sublattice $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Hybrid 1: Sieve, Enumerate--and--Slice {#Sec10}
--------------------------------------

In the first hybrid, after the preprocessing (sieve) finishes, we compute closest vectors to targets $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Heuristic result 1 {#FPar11}
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Hybrid 2: Sieve, Enumerate, Slice {#Sec11}
---------------------------------

An alternative to the above approach is to separate the enumeration and slicing procedures into two disjoint parts, and run the hybrid algorithm in three phases. The benefit of this approach (cf. Sect. [2.5](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}) is that the *batched* slicer can then be used to achieve better amortized complexities for CVPP.

**Sieve**: As before, run a lattice sieve on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Asymptotically, the additional space required for storing the nodes from the enumeration phase will not play a large role, compared to the memory required for storing the output from the preprocessing phase. On the other hand, by using the improved batch-CVPP slicer of Lemma [4](#FPar9){ref-type="sec"} we can use nearest neighbor searching more efficiently, without increasing the memory, leading to a bigger improvement over standard sieving than with the first hybrid algorithm.

### Heuristic result 2 {#FPar12}

**(Sieve, enumerate, slice).** Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Hybrid 3: Sieve, Enumerate--and--Slice, Lift {#Sec12}
--------------------------------------------

For the third and fourth hybrids, we observe that similar to lattice sieving, the slicer in the previous hybrid algorithms can actually produce much more information about the lattice than just the shortest lattice vector; for other targets $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Instead of splitting the lattice into two parts, we now split the input lattice basis into three parts , where the three bases , , and generate lattices $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Assumption 4 {#FPar13}

**(Hybrid assumption).** The list *S*, output by the slicer, contains the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Assuming that the above heuristic is indeed valid, we derive the following result regarding the asymptotic time and space complexities of the described hybrid algorithm. In Sect. [5](#Sec15){ref-type="sec"} we will revisit this assumption, to study its validity[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"}.

### Heuristic result 3 {#FPar14}
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Observe that the number of dimensions we save compared to a full sieve here is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Hybrid 4: Sieve, Enumerate, Slice, Lift {#Sec13}
---------------------------------------

Finally, combining the second hybrid with lifting, as in the third hybrid algorithm above, results in the following optimized hybrid procedure: **Sieve**: Run a lattice sieve on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Not only does splitting the enumeration and slicing guarantee that the batched version of the slicer gets better complexities; the smaller resulting value $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Heuristic result 4 {#FPar15}
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We again stress that the above result relies on a *batched* version of the randomized slicer. With this batched hybrid algorithm with lifting, assuming the hybrid assumption holds, we can potentially get up to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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An overview of the techniques used in the four hybrids, as well as the number of dimensions for free in each algorithm, is given in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.

Sieve, Enumerate, Slice, Repeat! {#Sec14}
================================

For the fourth hybrid, under Assumption [4](#FPar13){ref-type="sec"} the enumeration and batched slicer together take as input a list of all vectors of norm at most $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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As an alternative interpretation, rather than running enumeration on *k* levels directly, one additional level of nesting suggests we first run the lower *k*/2 levels of enumeration, lift the resulting target vectors to obtain short vectors in a lattice of rank $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We finally observe that the same idea of nesting does not seem to work for the sieve, lift hybrid of \[[@CR11]\]. Although one could define a "generalized" Babai lifting procedure, lifting targets to all nearby vectors in the higher-rank lattice, from a viewpoint of enumeration we are "missing" some branches in the tree due to *L* only containing some nodes in the tree at level $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$d - \ell $$\end{document}$. Therefore, if the shortest vector in the lattice is actually in one of those missing branches, then a generalized lifting procedure will not succeed in finding this shortest vector.

Although we will briefly revisit the idea of nesting in the experiments in the next section, we leave a technical study of nesting for future work.

Experimental Results {#Sec15}
====================

Verifying Assumption [4](#FPar13){ref-type="sec"} {#Sec16}
-------------------------------------------------

To attempt to validate (or disprove) the new heuristic assumption, we performed the following experiment. We used the 60-dimensional SVP challenge lattice with seed 0 \[[@CR1]\], pre-reduced with BKZ-50 \[[@CR31]\], for which $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To test Assumption [4](#FPar13){ref-type="sec"}, we then ran both a standard g6k lattice sieve to produce a list $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Assessing the Sieve, Enumerate--and--Slice Hybrid {#Sec17}
-------------------------------------------------

To study the practical performance of these hybrid algorithms, we performed some preliminary experiments in dimensions 60--80, whose results are described in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. This table is deferred to Appendix [A](#Sec18){ref-type="sec"} due to the page limit; instead here we will describe the setup of the experiments, and discuss the results as well as conclusions that can or cannot be drawn from these results.

**BKZ.** To start, we used the SVP challenge lattices \[[@CR1]\] with seed 0 in dimensions $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Sieve.** Next, we used the g6k \[[@CR35]\] framework to generate sieving lists in dimensions $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$d - k$$\end{document}$ clearly decrease with *k*, as shown in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. The resulting vectors were stored in an output file, and their sizes are also given in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}.

**Enumerate.** Then, we ran a full enumeration in the full lattice up to depth *k*, to generate the target vectors for the slicer. These were again stored in a separate file for later usage. Note that pruning would reduce the number of targets further, but (1) this would decrease the success probability of the overall algorithm, and (2) rerandomizing the lattice basis to get a high success probability would (naively) require running the costly sieving preprocessing step several times. We therefore restricted experiments to enumeration without pruning.

**Slice.** Finally, with the sieved list *L* and target vectors *T* as input, we identified the target $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Nested Hybrid.** We also tested a simple nested hybrid from Sect. [4](#Sec14){ref-type="sec"}, with two successive (non-batched) enumerate--and--slice routines in dimension $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Conclusions.** Although the results in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} mainly suggest that these hybrid approaches may have a large overhead in practice, we stress that as *d* grows, the time complexity grows slower than a full sieve. Furthermore, for the slicer we did not use nearest neighbor techniques or batching to reduce the query times. Also, note that as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Code in fplll.** As part of this project, we implemented the iterative slicer in fplll \[[@CR34]\], and we expect this code to be included in the library soon.

A Figures and Tables {#Sec18}
====================

Due to the page limit, we have deferred some tables and figures to the appendix. Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} shows the experimental results for the experiments described in Sect. [5](#Sec15){ref-type="sec"}. Figures [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} present graphical overviews of the hybrid algorithms described Sects. [3](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"} and [4](#Sec14){ref-type="sec"}, where the horizontal axis depicts the basis vectors $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Fig. 2.A high-level description of the hybrid algorithms presented in this paper. Hybrids 1 and 3 combine enumeration and slicing, performing the randomized slicing procedure for *only one* target vector at a time. Hybrids 3 and 4 use the Babai lifting technique from \[[@CR11]\]. The asymptotics of the slicer depend on whether targets are processed directly (left) or in batches (right). The lifting can be done directly as well, without affecting the performance of the algorithm. Fig. 3.A high-level description of the potential recursive hybrid algorithm, which starts on a lattice $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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B The Number of Nodes in the Enumeration Tree {#Sec19}
=============================================

We restate Lemma [1](#FPar6){ref-type="sec"} and give a derivation of this claim based on results from \[[@CR17]\] and a straightforward asymptotic expansion of the resulting formulas.

Lemma 1 {#FPar16}
-------
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Proof {#FPar17}
-----

As a starting point, we take the formula from \[[@CR17], Section 6.2\], which was derived using the Gaussian heuristic:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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C Asymptotics of the Hybrid Algorithms {#Sec20}
======================================

Below we restate and give a derivation of Heuristic result [1](#FPar11){ref-type="sec"}, by analyzing the concrete time and space complexities for each phase, and arguing that with a suitable parameterization indeed the costs of the algorithm are strictly dominated by the costs of the sieve in the preprocessing phase.

Heuristic result 1 {#FPar18}
------------------

**(Sieve, enumerate--and--slice).** Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proof {#FPar19}
-----

For the time complexities, recall that the costs of the individual parts of the algorithm, by Lemmas [1](#FPar6){ref-type="sec"}--[3](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"}, are given by:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For the other heuristic results, analogous derivations can be given to argue that both the time and space complexities are dominated by the initial sieving phase, as long as the parameters *k* (and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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After this paper was accepted, Léo Ducas and Wessel van Woerden informed us that counterexamples to Assumption [4](#FPar13){ref-type="sec"} can be found where *S* only contains at most an exponentially small fraction of the shortest vectors of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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As discussed in the footnote to Assumption [4](#FPar13){ref-type="sec"}, a possible explanation for why this may not lead to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Similar to \[[@CR11], Section 3.4\], concretely we may assume is quasi-HKZ reduced.
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